This paper provides a construction method of periodic complementary multiphase sequences. The proposed method is based on perfect sequences possessing ideal periodic auto-correlation properties. By interleaving any two different perfect sequences with the same length, a kernel set of periodic complementary sequence with multiphase elements can be generated. Compared with the known periodic complementary binary sequences, the presented periodic complementary multiphase sequences may obtain much more lengths of element sequences, which will assure that the generated sequences can provide a more flexible choice of parameters for communication systems.
Introduction
Different from unitary sequences whose correlation properties are limited by theoretical bounds like Welch bound [1] , complementary sequences with each sequence composed of a flock of element sequences can possess ideal correlation properties, that is, the sum of auto-correlation functions (ACFs) of element sequences is zero everywhere except at zero shift and the sum of cross-correlation functions (CCFs) of element sequences for any two complementary sequences is zero at any shift [2] . Complementary sequences were first studied by Golay [3] , where thus sequences were also called as complementary pairs. Based on the idea of complementary pairs, binary and multiphase complementary sequence sets where the number of element sequences was not limited to be equal to 2 were investigated in [4] [5] , respectively.
For complementary pairs and complementary sequence sets, aperiodic correlation properties had received more attention. Actually, periodic correlation properties for complementary sequences have the same importance and periodic complementary (PC) sequences can provide a more flexible parameter choice than aperiodic complementary (AC) sequences. The binary PC sequences were first studied by Bomer and Antweiler on the basis of perfect binary arrays [6] . In comparison with AC sequences, the computer search shows that the performance of flock size and length of element sequence of binary PC sequences is better. Similar to PC sequences only considering periodic correlation properties, Z-periodic complementary (ZPC) sequences [7] [8] pay more attention to Z-complementary (ZC) sequences [9] [10] [11] [12] only with periodic correlation properties. Those ZPC sequences may have important application in channel estimation of multi-antenna systems. Although ZPC sequences have larger set size than PC sequences, PC sequences possess ideal periodic correlation properties while correlation values of ZPC sequences are equal to zero only within zero correlation zone (ZCZ).
In this paper, we propose a design of multiphase PC sequences on the basis of perfect sequences and interleaving technique. Different from binary PC sequences, the proposed multiphase PC sequences have more usable lengths of element sequences. For example, when the length of element sequence is smaller than 50, binary PC sequences only possess lengths of element sequence from the set {2, 4, 8, 10, 16, 20, 26, 32, 34, 36 , 40} while the length of element sequence of the designed multiphase PC sequences may be any even number which is larger than 4. As a result, communication systems employing multiphase PC sequences can have a more flexible choice of parameters.
This paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces the notations and definitions required for the subsequent sections. Then, we provide the construction algorithm of multiphase PC sequences on the basis of the interleaved perfect sequences and prove periodic correlation properties of the constructed sequences in Section III. In order to show how the proposed design algorithm works, a simple construction example using Zadoff-Chu perfect sequences is given in Section IV. Finally, Section V summarizes the results.
Preliminary Knowledge
denote two sequences with length L , then the periodic CCF , ()  xy between x and y can be expressed as
where the symbol * denotes a complex conjugate and the notation () L  denotes a modulo L operation. If  xy , the above equation becomes the periodic ACF.
The interleaving operation between x and y can be given as follows,
If a unitary sequence
has ideal auto-correlation properties, that is, its out-of-phase periodic ACF is equal to zero, then the sequence z can be called a perfect sequence. Let 
where the notation 
In a matrix form, the PC sequence set  can be expressed as
It is well known that the set size of PC sequence set is smaller than or equal to its flock size, namely MN  . If 2 M  , two PC sequences become PC mates. In general, a PC sequence set can be expanded from PC mates by interleaving technique, concatenation and so on [13] . Hence, the construction of PC mates has great significance, especially in the case of 2 MN  since the PC mates in this case achieve the theoretical bound of PC sequences.
Construction Algorithm of Multiphase PC Sequences Based on Perfect Sequences
The interleaving technique had been significantly employed to construct many kinds of sequences, such as AC sequences [4, 13] , ZC sequences [9, 11] , ZCZ sequences [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] and so on. In this section, we will propose a construction of multiphase PC mates by interleaving any two perfect sequences with the same length. The construction algorithm can be given as follows. 
where the two notations of 1  s and 1 s respectively represent the negation sequence and conjugate reverse sequence of the perfect sequence 1 s , that is, when
and
It is well known that there exists one binary perfect sequence {1, 1, -1, 1} and the others are multiphase sequences. Hence, the proposed PC sequence is multiphase one.
From (6) , it is obvious that the length of element sequences of the constructed multiphase PC mates with flock size 2 N  is equal to 0 2L . Since there exists two perfect sequences with the same length at least when the perfect sequence length is larger than or equal to 3, the length of element sequence of the designed multiphase PC mates may be any even number which is larger than 4. In terms of the point, multiphase PC sequences will have better performance than binary PC sequences. , which can be proved as follows. Proof: We will discuss periodic ACF and CCF properties of the constructed multiphase PC mates, respectively.
1) Periodic ACF properties.
For the multiphase PC sequence 0 a , its periodic ACF can be calculated as
We will deal with (9) (10) and (11), the multiphase PC sequence 0 a can possess ideal auto-correlation properties. Similar to the case of 0 a , another multiphase PC sequence 1 a has the same performance and its proof is omitted.
2) Periodic CCF properties.
The periodic CCF between 0 a and 1 a can be calculated as 
, , ,, (2 ) (2 )
From (13) and (14), it is obvious that the constructed multiphase PC mates possess ideal periodic CCF properties.
According to the above analysis, the ideal periodic correlation performance of the proposed multiphase PC mates possess is proved.
Q.E.D.
A Construction Example
In order to show how the presented construction algorithm of multiphase PC mates works, this section will provides a simple example.
The Zadoff-Chu sequences in [21] are used as perfect sequences to generate multiphase PC mates. Let the sequence length of Zadoff-Chu sequences 0 L be equal to 5. Then there exist four perfect sequences in total. We employ two sequences with indexes 1 and 2, respectively. The two Zadoff-Chu sequences can be expressed as 
In terms of (6), we can obtain multiphase PC mates with element sequence length equal to 10 as follows. In addition, it should be noted that only two perfect sequences in Zadoff-Chu set with set size 4 and sequence length 5 are used. If different two Zadoff-Chu perfect sequences are employed, different multiphase PC mates will be generated. When the set size of the used perfect sequence set is huge, a large number of different multiphase PC mates can be designed. For example, there exist 0 1 L  Zadoff-Chu perfect sequences in total if the sequence length 0 L is a prime number. Then, we can obtain multiple multiphase PC mates for a given perfect sequence set, which can also ensure a more flexible usage of multiphase PC mates.
Conclusion
We propose a design scheme of multiphase PC sequences based on interleaved perfect sequences. In terms of length of element sequences of PC sequences, the proposed multiphase PC sequences possess better performance than traditional binary PC sequences. When Zadoff-Chu perfect sequences are used in the presented construction algorithm, the length of element sequence of the designed multiphase PC sequences may be any even number which is larger than 4. As a result, communication systems employing the proposed multiphase PC sequences can have a more flexible choice of parameters. 
